eCDN
DELIVER INTERNAL VIDEO AT SCALE.
With Ustream eCDN, enterprises can relieve the bottlenecks associated with delivering
streaming video to single or multiple locations within your organization’s network.

Cloud Installation and Conﬁguration
Installation of Ustream eCDN can be delivered as a standalone hardware appliance or as a
virtual appliance that is run on virtualization platforms provided by IT departments. Once
installed, the service requires minimal maintenance as updates are managed automatically
by Ustream.
Installed as a virtual server, running
on VMware® ESXi, Citrix® XenServer ™
or Microsoft® Hyper-V ™ for Windows

Works behind corporate ﬁrewalls
(needs port 80 for HTTP and port
443 for HTTPS)

Updated and optimized
automatically by Ustream as a
SaaS oﬀering

Web based administrative portal
accessible by any modern
browser, including tablets

Analytic dashboard showing CPU
usage, physical memory usage,
disk usage, network I/O, and
concurrent users on the nodes

Ustream professionals assist you
with a comprehensive network
assessments for eCDN installation
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Scalable to Protect Your Network
Ustream eCDN was built to support large-scale viewership of streaming video within
complex corporate network environments, oﬀering mass scaling in the number of
connections to allow organizations to reliably deliver high quality video content.
Ustream eCDN:
Reduces WAN (wide area
network) strain by delivering a
single instance of a video asset

Supports global enterprises through
the installation of multiple instances
of eCDN

Provides built-in load balancing
with no additional hardware or
software required

Is deployed for high-availability and
includes an optional fallback feature
to use Ustream’s external CDNs

Allows companies to more easily
scale high deﬁnition video assets

Can be used with a single ISP or
multiple ISPs

ENTERPRISE VIDEO DELIVERY SOLUTION
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Full Ustream Feature Support
Ustream’s eCDN is a ﬂexible solution that supports all of the features found on both
Ustream’s Align and Pro Broadcasting streaming video platforms. This includes support for
a wide range of devices and methods to deliver high quality video content while minimizing
buﬀering. Ustream eCDN seamlessly integrates into stream delivery with no additional
action or setup required from the viewer, oﬀering:
Support for publicly and
internally hosted Ustream
video players embeds

Utilizes a worldwide content delivery
infrastructure for viewers outside of
the eCDN

Mobile compatible through
HLS delivery

Adaptive bitrate streaming through
cloud transcoding

Call 1·800·778·3090 and ask for Enterprise sales desk, or email sales@ustream.tv

